Abstract

This book is brief discussion about the Jordanian Labor Law, it is divided into three sections. **The First Section** is the introductory section which contains the definition of Labor law, its background, its development, its area of implementation and finally its interrelation with other parts in Civil law and its importance in both sides the social side and economical one. **The second Section** is related to the personal contract within the labor law, it describes this contract among other types of contracts and clarifies its details such as types, rules, corner stones, period, and some aspects of time management within the labor law in addition to important check points. **The Third Section** is about the group contracts in labor law, it illustrates definition of this contract, it also clarifies its area of implementation and subsequently its results when applied the final part of this section is about the ........ the appendix contains the Jordanian Labor Law (with its latest updates number 51 for the year of 2002)